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The Human Genome Project and related projects have resulted in the devel-
opment of a number of new experimental and analytic tools for use in genomic and
proteomic research. In the area of toxicogenomics, researchers are concerned with
how genes react to exposure to certain chemicals.
The United States Air Force is interested in the eect of exposure to mission-
essential chemicals. Although military personnel may come into contact with chemi-
cals such as hydrazine, risk assessment is usually very limited. On the genomic level,
risk assessment is a multi-step and multi-disciplinary process. The process begins
with an experiment that exposes cells to the chemical. Data from the experiment
are obtained using gene chips. The data can then be analyzed.
This research explores the methods of pre-processing and analyzing data. Sev-
eral dierent data sets are used to compare the eectiveness of various clustering
algorithms and their implementations. Genomic and proteomic data obtained from
a hydrazine exposure experiment are then analyzed. A relationship is established
between the genomic and proteomic data sets and is used in further analyses.
ix
COMPARING CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS FOR USE WITH
GENOMIC AND PROTEOMIC DATA
I. Introduction
1.1 Overview
The Human Genome Project and related projects have resulted in the devel-
opment of a number of new experimental and analytic tools for use in genomic and
proteomic research. Applications include, but are not limited to, disease diagno-
sis and prognosis, pharmacogenomics and toxicogenomics, classication of toxicants,
and identication of biomarkers [4]. In the area of toxicogenomics, researchers are
concerned with how genes react to exposure to certain chemicals. To assess the
exposure reaction, experiments to observe genomic and proteomic levels during the
exposure to a chemical are performed. Such experiments are costly in terms of time
and money.
1.2 Problem
The United States Air Force is interested in the eect of exposure to mission-
essential chemicals. Many chemicals readily used by the Air Force are not common
to the civilian world and the civilian population does not usually come into contact
with them. In such cases, risk assessment is usually very limited due to associated
cost. In most cases, risk on a genomic scale has not been assessed at all. However,
many military personnel may come into contact with chemicals such as hydrazine
on a regular basis.
Assessing the risks of chemical exposure on the genomic level is a multi-step and
multi-disciplinary process. The process begins with an experiment that exposes cells,
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namely rat hepatocytes, to the chemical. Data from the experiment are obtained
using gene chips that are produced by Aymetrix. We can then analyze the data
and attempt to make inferences about it.
1.3 Scope
This research explores the process of analyzing the data. The data can be
processed in many dierent ways before it is actually analyzed. Also, a wide variety
of clustering algorithms and implementations of those algorithms exist to assist in
analyzing the data. In order to assess the eectiveness of the data preprocessing
and the clustering algorithms, many dierent data sets were used. Several data
sets were created in which the desired clustering results are known. Another data
set, obtained with the software GeneCluster, has been used in previous research by
Tamayo et al. [17]. Finally, genomic data obtained from the Air Force Research
Laboratory (AFRL) were analyzed. The experiment generating the data exposed
cells to hydrazine and will be explained further in section 3.5.
1.4 Approach
The approach of this research is fairly straightforward. The steps taken for
analyzing the data are as follows:
1. Preprocess data to remove any inconsistencies.
2. Format data for appropriate clustering programs.
3. Normalize data if desired.
4. Run clustering programs.
5. Obtain and interpret results.
This approach was used to analyze several dierent data sets, and will be explained
further in later chapters.
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1.5 Summary of Thesis
This thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter II presents several clustering algorithms that are often implemented.
It presents several implementations of those algorithms which are used in the course
of this research. Genomics research involving the use of clustering algorithms is also
discussed.
Chapter III presents several data sets which are used throughout the course of
this research. It also explains the processing of the data that was done before the
clustering algorithms could be applied to the data sets.
Chapter IV presents the results that were obtained from various clustering
algorithms used to analyze several dierent data sets.
Chapter V summarizes the work that has been done, gives the conclusions that




There are several ways to analyze the data in order to obtain meaningful re-
sults. These approaches are pattern recognition techniques and include, but are not
limited to, cluster analysis, principal component analysis, and neural networks. For
our purposes, I have concentrated primarily on cluster analysis. One of the diÆcul-
ties that exist with clustering and interpreting the data is that we cannot visualize
data that exists in higher dimensions and therefore clusters are not easily identied.
Another common diÆculty is that many data sets cannot be easily resolved into
appropriate clusters based on close proximity of the points.
Cluster analysis has been explored for over 25 years. Through the years, the
concepts in cluster analysis have changed, been rened, and grown. Today, algo-
rithms can typically be classied into three dierent groups: hierarchical, partition-
ing, and competitive learning methods. Each type of algorithm has its strengths and
weaknesses.
One of the most important characteristics of clustering methods is the def-
inition of distance. In order to implement an algorithm, some sort of distance,
similarity measure, or dierence measure must be dened. This allows for the algo-
rithm to specify what should be clustered together and when. The distances that
are of concern are the distances between clusters, between observations, and between
observations and clusters. Typically, the distance that is used is the Euclidean dis-
tance. The Euclidean distance between objects I and K which lie in N dimensional








Other distance measures such as Minkowski, City-Block, and Mahalanobis may also
be used, but Euclidean is the most well known [6:162]. Using a specic distance
equation, the distance between observations is rather straightforward. However,
there are still many dierent ways to calculate the distance between clusters. A
cluster is simply a collection of observations, usually without any dened boundaries.
To actually measure the distance between two dierent collections of observations
creates a problem. The denition of the distance between clusters often determines
the algorithm. Usually, the partitioning algorithms dene the distance between
clusters to be the distance between the centers of the clusters. Competitive learning
methods take this a step farther and include a variable term in the calculation of
the center of a cluster, in order to account for certain characteristics of the clusters.
Hierarchical methods usually calculate the distance between clusters directly based
on the observations within the cluster. These distances will be dened in greater
detail as specic algorithms of these methods are described.
2.2 Hierarchical Algorithms
One of the oldest and most widely used algorithms, single linkage, belongs to
the class of algorithms called hierarchical algorithms [9:191]. Hierarchical algorithms
can be further classied as either agglomerative or divisive methods. Agglomerative
methods generally follow the same form in that each object of the set begins as
its own cluster. Then the method iteratively joins the two closest clusters into
one cluster. An agglomerative method ends with one cluster containing all objects.
The dierence between various agglomerative methods is how the distance between
clusters is dened. The most popular agglomerative method is the single linkage
method [10:309]. This method denes the distance between clusters as the distance
between the closest pair of objects, with a pair of objects containing one object from
each cluster. This is also known as the distance between the nearest neighbors. Many
resources have explained single linkage, however, occasionally some distinct dier-
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ences in the descriptions arise. A version of the most widely accepted description
of the single linkage algorithm can be found in the book Cluster Analysis by Brian
Everitt [8:57{60]. Everitt's single linkage algorithm follows the general agglomerative
algorithm using the nearest neighbor distance as previously described. The results
are displayed in a dendrogram. The dendrogram is a visual representation of the hi-
erarchy that occurred during the grouping of the observations. Clusters are obtained
by making a cut in the dendrogram. The number of lines that are cut indicate the
number of resulting clusters, and the members of each of those clusters are usually
easy to identify from the dendrogram. Figure 2.1 shows a sample dendrogram from
a test data set described in section 3.3. The horizontal dashed line shows where the
dendrogram is cut resulting in four clusters. Following the the dendrogram down
from the rst cut on the left shows that one cluster includes observations 4, 6, 5,
and 7. The other three clusters can be obtained in the same manner.











Figure 2.1. This graph shows a dendrogram of a test data set.
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Everitt goes on to say that single linkage is closely related to minimum span-
ning trees in graph theory [8:60]. Another description of the single linkage algo-
rithm, by John Hartigan in his book, Clustering Algorithms, is actually quite similar
to minimum spanning trees [9:201], but dierent from the algorithm described by
Everitt. Hartigan's single linkage algorithm and minimum spanning tree algorithm
both choose an object arbitrarily and link it to its nearest neighbor. The next steps
of the two algorithms iteratively join or link the closest neighbor to any of the ob-
jects already joined. In Hartigan's single linkage algorithm, the steps are repeated for
each object. In the minimum spanning tree algorithm, the algorithm is nished when
there are M   1 links [9:201]. The results from Hartigan's single linkage algorithm
are displayed in a visual graph similar to a dendrogram. However, the resulting tree
is much more diÆcult to interpret [9:195]. In Hartigan's explanation of the mini-
mum spanning tree algorithm he states that, \the order in which objects are added
to the tree is the order in which the clusters are contiguous in the single-linkage
algorithm," [9:201]. Therefore, both algorithms produce the same results. The dif-
ference occurs in how the two algorithms approach the problem. Hartigan's single
linkage algorithm works through mathematical representation and displays the re-
sults visually, but the minimum spanning tree algorithm works through a more visual
approach throughout the entire algorithm.
Hartigan's single linkage algorithm and minimum spanning tree algorithm dif-
fer from Everitt's single linkage algorithm in two key points. First, Everitt's algo-
rithm begins by joining the two closest objects while Hartigan's algorithms choose
an arbitrary object and nd the closest object to it. Also, during the iterations,
Hartigan's algorithms will only join the closest object to previously joined objects.
Everitt's algorithm allows two objects to be joined in which neither objects have pre-
viously been joined. Implementation and use of these two single linkage algorithms
can result in dierent clustering outcomes.
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Complete linkage is very similar to single linkage. In complete linkage the
distance between clusters is the distance between the farthest pair of objects, with
a pair of objects containing one object from each cluster. This distance measure is
often referred to as farthest neighbor.
Another widely used algorithm is average linkage, or group-average. In aver-
age linkage the distance between two clusters is dened to be the average distance









where dij is the distance between objects i and j, each belonging to a dierent
cluster. The number of objects in the two clusters are represented by ni and nj.
Often average linkage and single linkage will result in the same clusters. This is
especially true in smaller data sets or data sets with clearly dened clusters.
In the centroid method, the centroid of the cluster is calculated in order to
determine the distance between clusters. The centroid method is described well in
Everitt [8:62]. This method represents a cluster by a mean vector, or centroid, and
the distance between clusters is the distance between the mean vectors. The mean
vector can be thought of as a point which represents the cluster but is not an actual
observation. It is calculated by taking the mean of the corresponding coordinates of
all the objects within the cluster. One disadvantage of this method is that when a
small cluster is joined to a large cluster, the characteristic properties of the smaller
cluster are lost [8:65]. Figure 2.2 gives an example of this. The circles indicate the
centroids of the two separate clusters and are not actual data points. When the two
clusters are joined, the new centroid remains within the large cluster, indicated by
the triangle.
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Centroids of Two Clusters
Centroid of Single Cluster
Figure 2.2. This graph shows an example of centroid clustering.
Another hierarchical method considered during this research is Ward's method.



















where xi is the i
th observation of the variable x, and x is the mean. Ward's method
seeks to minimize this error without placing each observation in its own cluster. In
addition to clustering by Ward's method, the error sum of squares has been used
with other methods to help choose the appropriate number of clusters.
Divisive hierarchical methods are just the reverse of agglomerative hierarchical
methods [13:59]. Instead of starting with the same number of clusters as objects
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and ending with one large cluster, divisive algorithms start with all the objects in
one cluster and end with each object as its own cluster. Divisive methods generally
partition the set into two roughly even clusters, and then iteratively partition each
cluster into two clusters. The methods end when each cluster contains only a single
object. There are 2N 1 1 possible partitions of the set into two clusters, where N is
the number of objects in the set [6:178]. Divisive algorithms dier from one another
by how they choose to partition the set. A disadvantage of divisive methods is that
they are not as exible as agglomerative methods [2:152].
Several useful hierarchical algorithms exist that have not been mentioned here.
These algorithms, including divisive methods, were not considered during the course
of this research due to disadvantages of the algorithms with respect to the type of
data being used.
Some disadvantages to hierarchical methods are that they do not allow ob-
jects to change clusters once they have been assigned, and that they tend to chain
objects together into existing clusters instead of creating new clusters [6:168, 186].
Sometimes the chaining aect is not considered a disadvantage, especially when the
clusters should be chained together. An example of this is the case when the clus-
ters have an elliptical shape. Since the algorithms link the closest objects together,
the chaining aect describes how the algorithms work [8:68]. Advantages of the
hierarchical methods are that they are easy to understand and implement.
2.3 Partitioning Methods
Partitioning methods dier from hierarchical methods in that the objects may
be moved from one cluster to another as needed. Partitioning algorithms dier from
each other by how the initial clusters are determined, how objects are assigned to
clusters and how some or all of the objects assigned to clusters are reassigned to
other clusters [6:186]. The k-means algorithm is a popular example of a partitioning
method.
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K-means is one of the most popular partitioning algorithms to use for clustering
purposes [22:1]. The basic concept of the algorithm is to move objects from one
cluster to another until the error component of the partition cannot be minimized
further. It is similar to the centroid method in that the centroid of the cluster is
calculated in order to determine the distance between objects and clusters. One
disadvantage to the k-means algorithm is that the local optimum it converges to
is sensitive to initialization [13, 22:97, 1]. The k-means algorithm selects an initial
partition, generates a new partition by assigning an object to its closest centroid and
then computes the new centroid of the cluster. The algorithm iterates until the error
component is minimized [3:44]. The initial partition can be set up in many dierent
ways. Some of the more popular ways to initialize include choosing the K objects
that are furthest apart, choosing the rst K objects in the data set, choosing cluster
centers at intervals of one standard deviation on each variable, and choosing K and
initial cluster centers based on prior knowledge if available [6:187]. The distance





[x(i; j)  x(m; j)]2)
1
2 (2.5)





where p is the dimension of the space, item i belongs to cluster m(i), x(m; j) is the
mean of the jth variable in the mth cluster, x(i; j) is the value of the jthvariable for
the ith individual, i = 1; 2; : : : ; n ; j = 1; 2; : : : ; p ; and P (n;K) is the partition
that results in each of the n objects being allocated to one of the clusters 1; 2; : : : ; K.
The error component is also referred to as the error sum of squares and has been
used in this research to compare the clustering results of several dierent methods.
The use of the error sum of squares will be discussed in later chapters.
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2.4 Competitive Learning Methods
Competitive learning methods are claimed to be well suited for recognizing
and classifying features in multidimensional data. If X is a collection of objects that
we want to group into clusters with centroids wj, then the goal of the competitive
learning algorithm \is to move each of the centroids, wj, to regions of the vector
space that are `dense' in vectors of X," [18:504]. The wj's are referred to as repre-
sentatives of the clusters. Several dierent methods exist but they can be described
by one general algorithm. Sergios Theodoridis and Konstantinos Koutroumbas in
their book, Pattern Recognition, describe the general idea of the algorithm:
When a vector x is presented to the algorithm, all representatives compete
with each other. The winner of this competition is the representative that
lies closer (according to some distance measure) to x. Then, the winner is
updated so as to move toward x, while the losers either remain unchanged
or are updated toward x but at a much slower rate. [18:505]
The generalized algorithm for competitive learning methods is also presented by
Theodoridis and Koutroumbas:
Let t be the current iteration and tmax the maximum allowable number
of iterations. Also, letm be the current number, minit the initial number,
and mmax the maximum allowable number of clusters (representatives).
Then, a generalized competitive learning scheme (GCLS) may be stated
as follows.
Generalized Competitive Learning Scheme(GCLS)
 t = 0
 m = minit
 (A) Initialize any other necessary parameters (depending on specic
scheme).
 Repeat
{ t = t + 1
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{ Present a new randomly selected x 2 X to the algorithm.
{ (B) Determine the winning representative wj.
{ (C) If ((x is not \similar" to wj) OR (other condition)) AND
(m < mmax) then
 m = m + 1
 wm = x
{ Else
 (D) Parameter updating
wj =
(
wj(t  1) + h(x;wj(t  1)); if wj is the winner
wj(t  1) + 0h(x;wj(t  1)); otherwise
{ End
 (E) Until (convergence has occurred) OR (t > tmax)
 Identify the clusters represented by wj's, by assigning each vector,
x 2 X, to the cluster that corresponds to the centroid closest to x.
The function h(x;wi) is an appropriately dened function. Also,  and
0 are the learning rates controlling the updates of the winner and the
losers, respectively. [18:505{506]
The most popular competitive learning method is the self-organizing map (SOM).
The algorithm for the SOM is the same as the algorithm previously stated except for
a change in part (D). In part (D), h(x;wj(t  1)) = x wj(t  1) , 0 = 0 , and
wj is the winner if wj 2 Qj(t) [18:511]. The variable learning rate, , depends on t.
The choice for (t), is crucial for convergence and typically has the constraints that
(t) is a positive decreasing sequence that converges to zero, the summation of (t)
as t goes from zero to innity is equal to innity, and the summation of r(t) as t goes
from zero to innity is less than positive innity for r > 1 [18:507]. Qj(t) is dened
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to be a neighborhood of representatives centered at wj [18:511]. Further detail on
the SOM and other competitive learning methods can be found in reference [18].
2.5 Implementation
The algorithms for the dierent cluster methods are relatively straightforward,
however, two dierent implementations of the same algorithm can give dierent re-
sults. For this research several implementations of various methods were used. One
of the most readily accessible software packages is Matlab. Using the statistical
toolbox, Matlab has the capability to produce clustering results using single, aver-
age, complete, and centroid linkage methods. The statistical software package SAS
also oers implementations of several hierarchical methods including single, average,
complete and centroid linkage methods, as well as an implementation of the k-means
algorithm. The program GeneCluster created by the Whitehead Institute at MIT is
a useful implementation of the self-organizing map. Finally, Eisen's software Cluster
oers single, average, and complete linkage, k-means, and self-organizing map. His
TreeView software creates dendrograms to display the results from the hierarchical
methods [7].
Both implementations in SAS and Matlab of the single linkage algorithm follow
the algorithm previously described by Everitt. Although it is unknown how single
linkage is implemented in Cluster, the results suggest it is implemented using the
same algorithm as the other programs. After several trials using the single linkage
algorithm with all three programs, it was determined that results using single linkage
usually matched those given by average linkage or resulted in extensive chaining with
no clearly dened clusters. For this reason, single linkage was not often used in this
research. Instead, average and complete linkage were the primary focus in each of
the hierarchical clustering programs.
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2.5.1 Matlab. Matlab was used to obtain clustering results using its av-
erage linkage and complete linkage hierarchical algorithm. Results can be obtained
from Matlab in two ways. If the data set is small enough, the results can be inter-
preted from a dendrogram. For larger data sets, clusters can be specied by either a
threshold or the number of clusters desired. The cluster information is separate from
the data set, but can be saved, imported into Excel, and attached to the data set.
For this reason, Matlab was more tedious to use than most of the other programs,
but it also allowed more exibility in interpreting the results.
2.5.2 Cluster. Eisen's Cluster program oers several dierent algorithms [7].
I used the self-organizing map (SOM), average linkage and complete linkage hier-
archical, and k-means algorithms. The k-means algorithm asks for the number of
clusters, but does not always create as many as the user species. I saved the results
from trials that produced the number of clusters I specied. The k-means algorithm
reorders the data so that subsequent rows of observations are in the same cluster and
inserts an empty row between clusters. The results from the hierarchical algorithms
have to be read into Eisen's TreeView program. TreeView creates a dendrogram
that can be saved as an image and later manipulated in various imaging programs.
I chose to open the image in Microsoft Paint. Within the Microsoft Paint program,
I determined the cluster members by cutting the tree to give the number of clusters
I wanted. The results from SOM are fairly easy to interpret. The SOM inserts
a column that species the cluster number for each observation. In order to run
the SOM, Cluster requires an input of the number of iterations. As the number of
iterations is increased the results generally converge, but the time it takes for the
algorithm to run is increased.
A problem with using Eisen's software is that the hierarchical results are only
recognizable in the program TreeView. It is a tedious process to obtain results solely
from the dendrogram. With a data set of over 1000 genes, it is nearly impossible to
break the dendrogram into recognizable clusters. I was not able to establish a better
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method for determining the results of the hierarchical methods in Cluster. Therefore,
Eisen's hierarchical methods in Cluster do not seem to be feasible for large data sets.
Another problem encountered is that the implementations of the various algorithms
in Eisen's Cluster program are unknown to us. Using the k-means algorithm, the
results that were obtained are signicantly dierent from the results obtained from
other programs and from any known true clustering of the data. Without knowing
the implementation of the algorithm, it is unclear if the inconsistent results are due
to the implementation or the preparation of the data.
2.5.3 GeneCluster. The software package GeneCluster, which was de-
veloped at the Whitehead Institute at MIT, implements the SOM algorithm [20].
Similar to the SOM in Cluster, GeneCluster creates a le with an extra column
containing the cluster number for each observation. It also creates a le listing the
centroid coordinates for each cluster. Within the program, a graphical representa-
tion for all the clusters is created, but the image can only be saved by making an
image of the computer screen. Figure 2.3 shows an example of this output.
One problem I encountered is that GeneCluster requires the input of the num-
ber of epochs. This is similar to inputting the iterations in Cluster. As the number
of epochs or iterations are increased, the results become more consistent. On smaller
data sets like our synthetic data, it is easy enough to gure out how many epochs
and iterations are appropriate to obtain reasonable results. On larger data sets, the
time requirement plays an important role in deciding how many epochs to input.
As the number increases, the time it takes for the algorithm to nish also increases.
Even inputting a very large number of epochs or iterations does not guarantee that
subsequent clustering of the same data set will give the same results. It is clear
that the size of the data set will directly aect the number of epochs chosen. The
programs take longer per epoch or iteration on a larger set than a smaller one. Also,
a larger data set will usually require more epochs or iterations to obtain consistent
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Figure 2.3. This shows an example of the output from GeneCluster.
results. This research did not approach the problem statistically, due to the number
of factors involved.
Another concern using GeneCluster is inputting the \SOM Rows" and \SOM
Columns." These inputs create the number of clusters in terms of the dimension of
the output. For example, inputting six rows and four columns creates twenty-four
clusters. The output shows twenty-four blocks, each block representing a cluster,
congured with six rows and four columns. The conguration plays an important
role in how the data are clustered. For a test case with twelve clusters, which will
be described more fully in the later chapters, I tested the congurations 3 4, 4 3,
2  6, 6  2, 1  12, and 12  1. Immediately it was clear that a reverse order
of the conguration does not make a dierence in the outcome of the clustering;
a conguration of 3  4 will give the same clusters as 4  3. The three dierent
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congurations did not give consistent results. On the test data set, congurations of
121 and 62 usually produced more accurate results than the 43 conguration.
Over several runs of each of the congurations, 12  1 and 6  2 also gave more
consistent results than 4 3. With a smaller test data set with six clusters, results
using a conguration of 32 were more consistent and accurate than a conguration
of 61. It was noted that the better congurations also caused the program to take
a longer time to nish running.
2.5.4 SAS. SAS oers many algorithms but I chose to only look at vari-
ous hierarchical methods and the k-means algorithm. Average and complete linkage
algorithms were the primary focus of the SAS hierarchical methods. Other methods
that SAS oers include Ward's method, centroid, exible, median, and McQuitty.
These methods were tested on three test data sets. The results from these methods
were not better than the results from average and complete linkage and therefore
were not pursued. SAS displays the results from the hierarchical algorithms in a
dendrogram as well as recording them in a separate le. The le can be exported
as an Excel worksheet. The letters \OB" and the order number represented each
observation. The cluster number is listed in a separate column. The k-means al-
gorithm also records the results in a separate le that can be exported as an Excel
worksheet. The observations are left in the original order and the cluster number
is listed in a separate column. Results from SAS for both k-means and hierarchical
algorithms include columns containing other information, which we have not found
useful thus far.
2.6 Genomics Research
While the use of cluster analysis has been used for years in various scientic
areas, its use in the area of genomics has been limited. Recent developments of ex-
perimental and analytic tools for genomic research has allowed biologists to acquire
large quantities of genomic data in a short time span. In order to obtain biological
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sense of the data, cluster analysis is beginning to be employed. Few articles have been
published which discuss the use of clustering analysis to interpret patterns within
genomic data. Of those that have been published, only a fraction of them deal with
the human genome. In the article, Genomic Analysis of Gene Expression in C. el-
egans by Hill et al. cluster analysis was used to interpret patterns in genomic data
from the nematode C. elegans [12]. Specically, gene expression was analyzed from
six stages in the life span of the nematode. Data were obtained using Aymetrix
software and normalized to have a mean of zero and a variance of one. The data
were then clustered using a self-organizing map. The article discusses specic ex-
amples in which a resulting cluster contains genes that are linked to a particular
stage of development [12]. The SOM algorithm is also used to cluster genomic data
by Tamayo et al. in the article Interpreting Patterns of Gene Expression With Self-
Organizing Maps: Methods and Application to Hematopoietic Dierentiation [17].
Gene expression from hematopoietic dierentiation in four well studied models was
analyzed. The data were normalized to have a mean of zero and a variance of one
and clustered using the software package GeneCluster. It is demonstrated through
the details of a specic cluster that the resulting \clusters correspond to patterns
of clear biological relevance" [17:2910]. Several genes in the specied cluster were
expected based on the expression prole of the specied cluster and understanding of
hematopoietic dierentiation. The authors also suggest that unexpected genes in a
cluster may give insight into dierentiation or suggest a previously unknown biolog-
ical connection [17]. Alon et al. also uses cluster analysis with human genomic data
in the article Broad Patterns of Gene Expression Revealed by Clustering Analysis of
Tumor and Normal Colon Tissues Probed by Oligonucleotide Arrays [1]. The data
obtained from Aymetrix came from several dierent cell types and from cancerous
and non cancerous tissue. Normalization was done so that the data have a mean of
zero and a magnitude of one. The algorithm used to cluster the data ordered the
data into a binary tree similar to the hierarchical dendrogram. Clustering resulted
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in the cancerous and noncancerous tissue data separated into two dierent clusters
and the data from dierent cell lines separated into dierent clusters [1]. All three
articles show that clustering analysis can be a valuable tool for analysis of genomic
data.
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III. Pattern Recognition Applied to Several Data Sets
3.1 Overview
The data I am primarily interested in came from an experiment by AFRL that
observed genomic and proteomic data from hepatocytes (liver cells) exposed to the
chemical hydrazine. The proteomic results were provided by Dr. Frank Witzmann
of Indiana University [21]. For each transcript there is an expression value for the
beginning exposure, for two hours later when exposure ended, and for three, six,
twelve, and twenty-four hours after the exposure ended. Three dierent exposure
amounts were used: zero, fty and seventy-ve millimoles of hydrazine. The genomic
information was captured on gene chips which were obtained from Aymetrix. Pro-
teomic information was obtained using 2-D gel electrophoresis. Both genomic and
proteomic data sets were in the form of a matrix of data.
My goal was to make sense of the data by using various clustering programs.
A diÆculty arises when comparing implementations of various clustering methods.
Most clustering methods are designed in way that allows them to discern some pat-
terns in the data better than other patterns. If the types of patterns in the data
are known ahead of time, then picking the correct clustering method is straightfor-
ward. Most data is received without knowledge of the pattern, and therefore guring
out which method to use is a complex problem. \The shape of the clusters is not
known until the clusters have been identied, and the clusters cannot be eectively
identied unless the shapes are known," [5:2]. The shape of a cluster refers to the
geometric form observed when the data is plotted. Two shapes that clusters may
take are spheres or ellipsoids. In a spherical cluster, all data points on the edge of
the cluster are roughly the same distance from the center of the cluster. The data
points on the edge of an elliptical shaped cluster are farther from the center in two
opposite directions and closer to the center in other directions. With a data set
consisting of two parallel elliptical clusters, often programs will impose a spherical
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shape by forming a cluster at each end of the true clusters. Members of each of the
true clusters reside in both of the imposed clusters [11]. Methods that are created
to overcome this problem are often unable to resolve true spherical clusters. This is
a typical problem in cluster analysis.
3.2 Preprocessing the Data
In order to use a clustering program on a data set, the data set must be
formatted in such a way that the program will recognize and import the data. Each
of the clustering programs that I wanted to use requires a dierent format. Microsoft
Excel allows the manipulation of data sets into various formats. Therefore, each
data set was imported into Excel, edited to a specic format and saved with the
appropriate le extension.
Most of the formats into which we have placed the data sets generally have
followed the same basic design. A data set usually has one or two columns of identi-
ers followed by several columns of data. The rst row of the data set may or may
not contain a header. The data sets were saved in a text (tab delimited) format
with a specic extension. Data sets imported into Matlab must have the extension
\.dat". The set must not have a header row and all of the identiers must begin
with a letter instead of a number. For use in GeneCluster, the data set must be
saved with the extension \.gct". The rst column in the header states the number of
data rows and the second column states the number of data columns. The identiers
begin in row two in the same columns as the headers. The data columns begin in
the third column. Eisen's Cluster program allows for more information to be stored
with the data. However, for our purposes, we used a basic format. The rst column
in the header row indicates that the column contains identiers. To indicate that the
second column also contains identiers, the second column of the header is required
to contain \NAME" [7]. The rest of the columns in the header designate the data
columns. We chose to save these data sets with the extension \.esn" to identify that
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the set was intended to be used with Eisen's Cluster program. The SAS software
package is the exception to the general format that was used for the rest of the
programs. The format used for SAS was much easier to set up than the others. We
omitted any identier columns, but carefully retained the order of the data until the
identiers could be reattached. The header designated the data columns, and the
data set was saved as a regular Excel worksheet with the extension \.xls". After the
data sets were formatted, they were ready for the various clustering programs.
3.3 Synthetic Data
To analyze the dierent clustering algorithms, several synthetic data sets were
created for which we knew the correct clustering results. The rst group of data
sets consisted of seventy-two points in two-dimensional space. When plotted, the
points made six clusters, each cluster containing twelve points and shaped like a
`+' sign. Each arm of the `+' sign contained three points. The points were evenly
spaced to create clusters that had a circular shape. The center of each cluster was
located at the intersection of the arms of the `+' sign, and lacked a data point. The
clusters have a radius of 0:48 and a distance of 0:04 between the edge points of two
neighboring clusters. In this case, the edge point of a cluster is closer to the edge
point of a neighboring cluster than it is to the nearest point within the same cluster.
This data set is identied as set A2. Two more data sets, sets B2 and C2, were
created in a similar manner. The clusters in data set B2 have a radius of 0:36 and a
distance of 0:28 between neighboring clusters. Figure 3.1 shows data set B2. In data
set C2, the clusters have a radius of 0:30 and a distance of 0:40 between neighboring
clusters.
For each data set, the data points were identied and ordered in two ways.
First, the data points were identied sequentially, such that the rst twelve data
points were in one cluster, the next twelve points were in a second cluster, etc. Then
the order of the data points was randomized so that the data points fell into clusters
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Figure 3.1. This graph shows the six clusters which make up the two-dimensional
data set.
non-sequentially but with the same number of points per cluster. This ordering
was intended to address the question of whether the ordering of a data set makes a
dierence in how the data are clustered.
After working with the circular cluster data, we decided to test how the
same programs would cluster data that fell into elliptical shaped clusters in two-
dimensions. Elliptical shaped clusters have the characteristic that a point at one of
the elongated ends of a cluster is closer to some of the points in the cluster above
or below it, the cluster beside it, and the cluster diagonal to it than it is to a point
in the same cluster at the opposite elongated end. Programs that give good results
with both circular and elliptical data sets can be considered more robust and would
be more helpful in clustering genomic and proteomic data. Figure 3.2 shows a plot
of the elliptical data set that was created. Each cluster had a horizontal radius of
0:36 and a vertical radius of 0:18. This data set was identied as set Be2.
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Figure 3.2. This graph shows the six clusters which make up the elliptical two-
dimensional data set.
To get an idea of how these programs would work on higher dimensional data,
we also produced a series of ve data sets in three dimensions consisting of 216 points
each. The 216 points are grouped into twelve spherical clusters, each cluster con-
taining eighteen points. Similar to the two dimensional data, the three dimensional
clusters were formed as a `+' sign, with an extra set of arms extending into the third
dimension. The rst set in the three-dimensional series was identied as set A3. It
contained well dened clusters with the distance between the edges of neighboring
clusters being longer than the distance between neighboring points of the same clus-
ter. The clusters have a radius of 0:24. Figure 3.3 shows data set A3. The other four
data sets in the series were identied as data sets B3, C3, D3, and E3. Each set
successively shifted the clusters closer together. The radii of the clusters in sets B3
through E3 are 0:30, 0:36, 0:42, and 0:48. A distance of 0:04 separates the clusters
in data set E3.
The synthetic data sets are simple examples of lower dimensional data. How-
ever, the genomic and proteomic data that will be discussed in later sections have
a higher dimensionality. Specically, several observations were made over a period
of time. For this reason, another synthetic data set was developed to mimic a time
series data set. A total of sixteen observations were created, each with four time
steps. The sixteen observations fell into four clusters, each cluster containing four
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Figure 3.3. This graph shows the twelve clusters which make up the three-
dimensional data set.
Figure 3.4. This graph shows the sixteen observations created in four-dimensional
space.
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vertical axis gives the value of the gene plotted at each time step on the horizontal
axis. Figure 3.5 shows a separate plot for each of the four clusters, plotted in the
same manner. Visually, it may be hard to distinguish the four clusters in Figure 3.4.
However, it is clear from Figure 3.5 that four distinct clusters exist.
Figure 3.5. This graph shows the four distinct clusters of the synthetic four-
dimensional data.
A script was written in Matlab to create each of the specied data sets. The
script ordered the data in both of the ways previously described and plotted the
points. This was done completely separate from using clustering programs within
Matlab. The resulting data sets were saved and imported in Excel. Each was
formatted and saved as specied by the various clustering programs.
3.4 GeneCluster Data
Another data set we tested was provided with the software GeneCluster and is
discussed in the article, Interpreting Patterns of Gene Expression with Self-organizing
Maps: Methods and Application to Hematopoietic Dierentiation, [17]. The data set
consists of over 7,000 genes, each with expression levels at four time steps. Within
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GeneCluster, lters are available to manipulate the data and reduce the data set.
The authors used three dierent lters within GeneCluster before clustering. The
rst lter changed any data point that had an expression level less than 20 to be
equal to 20. Any genes that did not change by a factor of three over the four
time steps were eliminated by the second lter. This reduced the data set to less
than 600 genes. Finally, the third lter normalized the data. By following these
same steps as outlined in their paper, I was able to reproduce their results using
GeneCluster. This is discussed further in section 4.2. The reduced data set was
saved and formatted to t the constraints of other software programs. I was able
to reproduce the GeneCluster results using several other programs. This is also
discussed in section 4.2. To check against bias that may have been introduced by
GeneCluster, we compared the rst and last fty genes in the reduced data set to
the original data set. It was clear that GeneCluster preserved the original order of
the data during the reduction.
3.5 Genomic Data
The experiment conducted by AFRL generating the genomic and proteomic
data was designed to take data from three dierent exposure levels of hydrazine at
six dierent time steps. The time steps measured the passing of time during the
experiment, with respect to the point when the genes were exposed to hydrazine.
The time steps occur at the beginning of exposure, two hours later at the end of
exposure, and three, six, twelve and twenty-four hours after exposure. Exposure
was measured with three levels: zero, fty, and seventy-ve millimoles. Data was
taken twice for each combination of an exposure level at a specic time step. The
exceptions to this were that the time corresponding to the beginning of exposure
did not have exposure levels of fty or seventy-ve. Also, for the zero exposure at
six hours data were only taken once. This gave us a total of thirty-one columns
of data. Each time the data was taken twice (two replications), the data from the
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two trials were averaged together. Figure 3.6 is a small portion of the original data
before it was preprocessed. The rst column contains the individual gene identiers.
The rst row indicates which observation data is in the column. We wanted to look
at the data with respect to the individual time step and the individual exposure
levels. Three subsets of data were created, each corresponding to an exposure level.
Each data subset contained six columns of data corresponding to the six time steps.
The expression level for the beginning of exposure is the same for all three data
sets. This is justied since the data should be the same for all exposure levels if
no exposure has taken place. Five sets of data corresponding to dierent time steps
were also created. Each subset had three data columns corresponding to the three
exposure levels. A le was not created for the before exposure time step, since it
would have only contained one column of data without exposure levels fty and
seventy-ve. Each data set was saved as a separate le and formatted for use in the
various clustering programs.
Figure 3.6. A small sample of the genomic data before preprocessing.
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Several of the les were analyzed using GeneCluster. Twenty-four clusters were
chosen and input as 6 4. The epochs and other settings in GeneCluster were left
as the default. The resulting graphical representation of the clusters showed wide
error bars around the centroid. Also, many clusters contained only a few observa-
tions while a few clusters contained several hundred observations. The graphical
representation can be seen in Figure 3.7. Each box contains a dierent cluster and
the centroids are represented by dotted lines. The number in the top center of each
box indicates how many genes are in that cluster. The last cluster, in the lower
right corner of the gure, contains over thirty percent of the total number of genes.
The wide error bars around the centroid of this cluster indicate that the genes do
not behave similarly despite being clustered together. These results were not very
promising and will be discussed in more detail in chapter IV. After looking closer
at the data, it was noticed that the data covered a wide range of values. There were
negative values and values ranging in the tens of thousands. It was then decided that
the data should be normalized to reduce the variability within the data. It was de-
termined that negative values did not make sense, and that they should be changed
to the value zero. This was done before normalizing. I chose to do a normalization










where xi is the i





, and p is the
dimension of the space, in our case p = 6 . The data were normalized within the
les that were created. The new normalized data were saved as a separate le and
formatted for use in the various clustering programs. Note that if y = c  x then
S(yi) = S(xi) , that is, normalizing by equation 3.1 maps observations from distinct
transcripts that are scalar multiples of each other onto the same points.
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Figure 3.7. This visual output from GeneCluster was obtained using a genomic
data le.
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The normalized data les were run through GeneCluster, again using twenty-
four clusters and the default settings. The resulting graphical representation of the
clusters looked much better. The error bars were closer to the centroid and the
data points were distributed throughout the clusters fairly evenly. Other clustering
programs were then put to the test. Matlab was the second clustering program to
be used. In Matlab, single linkage was used rst. The resulting dendrogram was
impossible to interpret with respect to individual genes. From the dendrogram, we
were able to determine that Matlab's single linkage algorithm did not resolve distinct
clusters. Instead, single linkage chained everything together.
Due to the chaining tendency of Matlab's single linkage algorithm, we decided
to break the data into quartiles. A specic subset of the data was sorted by the
row mean, then the top 258 normalized genes were copied and saved to a separate
le. This was done with the next 258 genes and the bottom two sets of 258 genes.
Each of these four les was formatted specically for use in Matlab. Within Matlab,
the single linkage algorithm was used on each of the four les. Even normalized
data broken down into much smaller subsets still continued to result in a chaining
eect without any distinct clusters. At this point, it was decided that single linkage
was not appropriate for our data, and average and complete linkage algorithms were
explored.
Several other subsets of the genomic data set were created. These les consisted
of taking the data from the fty millimole exposure le and subtracting from it the
data from the zero exposure le. The data in this le were saved and formatted.
Then a separate le was created with normalized data. This process was repeated
with the zero exposure data subtracted from the seventy-ve millimole exposure




The samples from the hydrazine exposure were also used to obtain proteomic
data using 2-D gel electrophoresis. The resulting data sets were similar to the ge-
nomic data sets. However the proteomic data did not include multiple trials that
needed to be averaged together or contain negative numbers. The data set contained
only 141 proteins. It was then learned that multiple observations occurred for the
same protein. This has an additive aect. The multiple observations were added
together in the data set. This left 110 dierent protein observations. Just as with the
genomic data, each protein observation included six time steps and three exposure
levels. The data were separated into three dierent subsets, each corresponding to a
dierent exposure level. Once separated into subsets, two dierent les were created
and formatted for each exposure. One le contained the raw data as it was received,
the other contained normalized data, as was previously described. The six les were
formatted to be used in the various clustering programs.
3.7 Gene/Protein Relation
Each of the genomic and proteomic data sets were accompanied with identiers
and descriptions for the dierent genes and proteins. Since both sets came from the
same experiment, there should be a relationship between the proteins and genes that
were present. In order to nd related genes and proteins within our data sets, we
turned to the SWISS-PROT Protein Knowledgebase TrEMBL Computer-annotated
Supplement to SWISS-PROT Web site [16]. At the Web site I specied a protein
EMBL identier which accompanied our protein data and was transferred to a web
page that listed associated GenBank numbers. After obtaining GenBank associations
for the proteins, we compared them to the genes in our genomic data set. We were
able to nd twenty-one genes that corresponded to sixteen proteins. Since more
than one GenBank number can be associated with a single protein, we obtained
more genes than proteins in the association between the two data sets. The newly
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identied genes and proteins were copied and saved into separate les. These les
were normalized. I was interested in seeing if the related genes and proteins, in their
separate les, would cluster similarly. Both sets of les were clustered using Matlab




Given simple data sets in which the true clusters are known, it is easy to es-
tablish the accuracy of various clustering programs using these data. When accurate
results were not obtained, most programs often produced clusters that were similar
to the true clusters. One estimate of the accuracy of a program was to simply count
how many points were put into the incorrect cluster. Table 4.1 shows the results
from the two-dimensional data sets, including the elliptical set. The true clusters are
located closest together in data set A2 and farthest in data set C2. Data set Be2 is
the elliptical data set that was created from data set B2. During the clustering pro-
Table 4.1. Count of incorrectly clustered points using 2-D synthetic data sets.
Program Method A2 B2 C2 Be2
Matlab Average 17 0 0 0
Matlab Complete 7 0 0 36
Cluster Average 13 9 9 37
Cluster Complete 30(7) 9 9 12(7)
Cluster SOM (6 1) 25 23 15 20
GeneCluster SOM (2 3) 5 0 0 0
GeneCluster SOM (6 1) 6 0 0 37
SAS Average 17 0 0 0
SAS Complete 7 0 0 36
SAS K-means 10 0 0 16
cess, the algorithms are suppose to cluster together the two objects with the smallest
distance between them. Due to the uniformity of the placement of points within a
cluster, often the algorithm would nd three or more objects that were equally as
close to one another. In this case, all objects would be clustered together in the
same step. In some cases, multiple clusterings within one step caused the correct
number of clusters to be unobtainable. When this occurred, having an extra cluster
was often more appropriate than having one cluster less than the desired amount. A
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small cluster that allowed for a close representation of the true clusters was chosen
to be the extra cluster, and all the points of that cluster were counted as incor-
rectly clustered. This problem is indicated in the following tables by a number in
parentheses that species the number of clusters that was found. Cluster's k-means
algorithm was also used but the results were not comparable to the true clusters by
use of a count of incorrectly clustered points. Therefore, the results have been left
out of the table.
Similar results were obtained for the three-dimensional data sets. Table 4.2
gives these results. The true clusters are located closest together in data set E3 and
farthest apart in data set A3. Cluster gave poor results with data sets A3, B3, and
E3 compared to the other programs. Therefore, since Cluster is not appropriate for
these kinds of data, data sets C3 and D3 using Cluster were not included.
Table 4.2. Count of incorrectly clustered points using 3-D synthetic data sets.
Program Method A3 B3 C3 D3 E3
Matlab Average 0 0 0 40 20
Matlab Complete 0 0 0 54 20
Cluster Average 15(13) 15(13) 33(13)
Cluster Complete 15(13) 15(13) 49
GeneCluster SOM (3 4) 18(11) 18(11) 19(11) 20(11) 8
GeneCluster SOM (6 2) 0 0 0 0 7
GeneCluster SOM (12 1) 0 0 0 0 4
SAS Average 0 0 0 26 20
SAS Complete 0 0 0 31 20
SAS K-means 0 0 0 32 15
From Tables 4.1 and 4.2, GeneCluster consistently gives the best results over all
the data sets. However, in order to get the best results, the cluster conguration must
be chosen correctly. Both tables show that Matlab and SAS give similar results when
using the same linkage method. When using the same linkage methods in Cluster,
the results are signicantly dierent and are not close to the true clusters.
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Counting the incorrectly clustered points is a simple way to gage the accuracy
of a program. In the cases where the number of created clusters did not conform
to the number of true clusters, this method does not give a clear picture of how the
clustering method actually performed. Results from a large data set with higher
dimensions would be very diÆcult to analyze in this manner. Another method of
comparing results is to calculate the error sum of squares, as given in equation 2.6 in
section 2.3. This method allows comparison of results using larger, multidimensional
data sets from any clustering method. A small value for the error sum of squares
indicates good clustering results. The error sum of squares was used in comparing
the clustering results from both the two-dimensional and three-dimensional synthetic
data sets. Table 4.3 gives the results for the two-dimensional data sets while Table 4.4
gives the results for the three-dimensional data sets. In most cases as the number of
Table 4.3. Error sum of squares for the 2-D synthetic data sets.
Program Method A2 B2 C2 Be2
Matlab Average 12:246 4:838 3:360 3:024
Matlab Complete 8:504 4:38 3:360 6:142
Cluster Average 10:670 8:306 7:488 8:961
Cluster Complete 12:635 8:306 7:488 5:473
Cluster SOM (6 1) 11:954 10:055 8:832 7:529
GeneCluster SOM (2 3) 8:511 4:838 3:360 3:024
GeneCluster SOM (6 1) 8:506 4:838 3:360 6:540
SAS Average 12:246 4:838 3:360 3:024
SAS Complete 8:504 4:838 3:360 6:142
SAS K-means 9:140 4:838 3:360 4:357
incorrectly clustered points increases, the error sum of squares also increases. This
can be seen by comparing the values in Table 4.1 with those in Table 4.3. The error
sum of squares provides a better comparison in cases when the clustering method did
not create the correct number of clusters. A good example of this occurs with data
set D3 of the three-dimensional data. Using GeneCluster with a 34 conguration,
eleven clusters were obtained with twenty incorrectly clustered points. The error
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Table 4.4. Error sum of squares for the 3-D synthetic data sets.
Program Method A3 B3 C3 D3 E3
Matlab Average 6:451 10:080 14:515 28:942 26:154
Matlab Complete 6:451 10:080 14:515 41:683 26:154
Cluster Average 13:248 15:943 33:730
Cluster Complete 13:248 15:943 40:171
GeneCluster SOM (3 4) 15:451 19:080 23:495 28:282 25:794
GeneCluster SOM (6 2) 6:451 10:080 14:515 19:757 25:791
GeneCluster SOM (12 1) 6:451 10:080 14:515 19:757 25:802
SAS Average 6:451 10:080 14:515 26:118 26:154
SAS Complete 6:451 10:080 14:515 27:553 26:154
SAS K-means 6:451 10:080 14:515 29:248 26:761
sum of squares for this result is 28:282. A similar error sum of squares value was
obtained using average linkage in Matlab which returned forty incorrectly clustered
points. The error sum of squares values indicate that mathematically the results are
similar.
Before clustering, most of the data were normalized. However, normalizing the
two- and three-dimensional data sets removes important information. When the two-
dimensional data were normalized, all of the data points above the line y = x were




). Data points below the line y = x were mapped




). Normalizing the three-dimensional data maps the data onto
the unit circle, shown in Figure 4.1, and the true clusters are not distinguishable.




S(xi) = 0 (4.1)
where S(xi) is dened in equation 3.1 and n is the dimension of the space. If we let
yi = S(xi) we obtain
Pn
i=1 yi = 0 and we can solve for yn to obtain
yn =  y1   y2        yn 1 (4.2)
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From equation 4.2 it is clear that the observations are not linearly independent.
This implies that normalizing reduces the dimensionality of the data to n   1 .
The data lie on an n  1 dimensional hyperplane in n dimensional space. MoreoverPn
i=1 y
2
i = 1 so the normalized data lie on a unit hypersphere on the n 1 dimensional
hyperplane. The data points in the plot of Figure 4.1 all lie on a two-dimensional
plane. Similarly, the normalized two-dimensional data can be plotted as two points
on a one-dimensional line.
Figure 4.1. This shows the plot of the normalized three-dimensional data.
In addition to providing a data set which represented time-series data, the
synthetic four-dimensional data le also provided a sample data set which could be
normalized. A plot of the data set was shown in Figure 3.4. Normalizing reduces the
dimensionality of the data to three. In order to plot the data in three-dimensional
space, principal component analysis is used. I. T. Jollie, in the book Principal
Component Analysis, says,
the central idea of principal component analysis (PCA) is to reduce the
dimensionality of a data set which consists of a large number of inter-






present in the data set. This is achieved by transforming to a new set of
variables, the principal components (PCs), which are uncorrelated, and
which are ordered so that the rst few retain most of the variation present
in all of the original variables. [14]
The theory and further explanation of principal component analysis can be found in
reference [14]. To obtain the principal components for the four-dimensional data, the
normalized data was imported into Matlab as a 4 16 matrix, x. The eigenvectors
were obtained for the 4  4 matrix, M = x  x0 where x0 is the transpose of x.
As Jollie indicated, the eigenvalues ofM correspond to the variation of the data in
the direction of the eigenvectors of M, which are called the principal components.
Because the normalized data have dimension n  1, at least one of the eigenvalues is
zero. The eigenvector matrix, S, consists of the eigenvectors ofM placed in ascending
order according to eigenvalues. Multiplying the transpose of the eigenvector matrix
by the matrix x, (S0 x), results in a 416 matrix in which the rst row is all zeros.
By discarding the rst row and obtaining a 3 16 principal component matrix, the
four-dimensional data has been transformed into three-dimensional data. Figure 4.2
plots the three-dimensional principal component matrix from the four-dimensional
data. The four clusters are easily seen. This approach has been used for the data
provided with GeneCluster and for the AFRL hydrazine data and will be presented
elsewhere [15].
Results from various clustering methods were compared using both the nor-
malized and raw data les of the four-dimensional data. In Table 4.5 the results are
displayed as a count of the incorrectly clustered points. Cluster's k-means algorithm
is included in this table because it was hypothesized that Cluster would be able to
nd the true clusters when normalized data was used. In one instance a clustering
method did not produce the number of clusters that were desired, in this case, four.
The error sum of squares for each set of results were also calculated and are displayed
in Table 4.6. Since the genomic and proteomic data are considered similar to the
synthetic four-dimensional data set with respect to the higher dimensional time step,
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Figure 4.2. The shows the three-dimensional plot of the synthetic, normalized four-
dimensional data using three principal components.
Table 4.5. Count of incorrectly clustered points using 4-D synthetic data sets.
Program Method 4-D 4-D Norm
Matlab Single 0 0
Matlab Average 0 0
Matlab Complete 0 0
Cluster Single 0 0
Cluster Average 0 0
Cluster Complete 0 0
Cluster K-means 3 3
Cluster SOM (1 4) 4 1
GeneCluster SOM (2 2) 8(2) 8(2)
GeneCluster SOM (4 1) 0 0
SAS Single 0 0
SAS Average 0 0
SAS Complete 0 0
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Table 4.6. Error sum of squares for the 4-D synthetic data sets.
Program Method 4-D 4-D Norm
Matlab Single 0:7596 0:7596
Matlab Average 0:7596 0:7596
Matlab Complete 0:7596 0:7596
Cluster Single 0:7596 0:7596
Cluster Average 0:7596 0:7596
Cluster Complete 0:7596 0:7596
Cluster K-means 8:7676 8:7676
Cluster SOM (1 4) 4:3377 2:2086
GeneCluster SOM (2 2) 9:2092 9:2092
GeneCluster SOM (4 1) 0:7596 0:7596
SAS Single 0:7596 0:7596
SAS Average 0:7596 0:7596
SAS Complete 0:7596 0:7596
SAS K-means 0:7596 0:7596
I chose to include several single linkage algorithms. The data set did not prove to
be much of a challenge for most of the programs it was tested on. All hierarchical
algorithms correctly identied the four true clusters. In SAS, the k-means algorithm
also correctly identied the true clusters. Problems began to occur with a specic
conguration in GeneCluster and the k-means algorithm in Cluster.
The results from GeneCluster's SOM depended on the conguration of the
clusters. When a 4 1 conguration was used, the algorithm correctly identied the
four clusters. However using a 2  2 conguration yielded two clusters with eight
observations in each and two empty clusters. Each of the resulting clusters contains
two of the true clusters. It is interesting to note that all eight observations that have
a downward trend between the third and fourth time steps are clustered together.
Similarly, all eight observations that have an upward trend between the third and
fourth time steps are clustered together. Figure 4.3 shows the plots of these two
clusters. A similar result could have been obtained by clustering based on the trend
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Figure 4.3. Each plot shows the resulting clusters from GeneCluster with the 4-D
synthetic data.
between the rst and second time step, with the dierence being which true clusters
are clustered together.
Eisen's k-means algorithm in Cluster incorrectly clustered three data observa-
tions. Each of the incorrectly clustered observations appeared in a dierent cluster,
resulting in one cluster of three correct observations, one cluster with all four cor-
rect observations and an incorrect observation, and two clusters with three correct
observations and one incorrect observation. Cluster allows the input of max cycles
which aects the results. At ten max cycles the results are poor. Consequently,
this result was obtained using at least one hundred max cycles. With the exception
of the k-means algorithm, the Cluster program produced reasonable results for the
four-dimensional data set using all of the algorithms. This is an improvement over
the two- and three-dimensional data where Cluster did not give reasonable results
using any of the algorithms. Hopefully, this indicates that Eisen's Cluster program
will work better on the genomic and proteomic data sets that consist of time step
data. It still remains unclear how the k-means algorithm in Cluster is implemented,
and what kind of data set it will work well with. One assumption is that the algo-
rithm will only work well on a specic kind of data set. If this assumption is true,
then since the underlying structure and behavior of the genomic and proteomic data
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sets are unknown, it would not be feasible to use the k-means algorithm in Cluster.
However, if the problem corresponds to how the data is preprocessed and normalized,
we could potentially use the algorithm once we know how to cater to the algorithm.
It was previously mentioned in section 3.3 that the data within each data set
was ordered in two dierent ways. By sequentially ordering the data with respect
to the true clusters, the results were very easy to interpret. It was hypothesized
that since algorithms often work sequentially through the data, a non-sequentially
ordered data set may produce dierent results. Therefore, results were produced
using both sequential and non-sequentially ordered data sets. The order of the data
within the data set did not make any dierence in the clustering results for most of
the programs. The only exception is the k-means algorithm in SAS. This method
returned more accurate results when a non-sequential order was used. In the previous
tables, all of the results were obtained using the sequentially ordered data sets. This
was done to show the worst-case results for the SAS k-means algorithm. When better
results were obtained with non-sequentially ordered data, usually the dierence was
very small. However, in two cases it made a signicant dierence. Using the two-
dimensional elliptical data set, Be2, SAS k-means produced perfect results for the
non-sequentially ordered data set, which gives an error sum of squares value of 3:024.
Results for the sequentially ordered data set gave an error sum of squares value of
4:357 with sixteen incorrectly clustered points. A signicant dierence in error sum
of squares values was also found when using the three-dimensional data set, D3.
Perfect results were again obtained when the non-sequentially ordered data were
used, giving an error sum of squares value of 19:757. The sequentially ordered data
set produced fteen incorrectly clustered points and an error sum of squares value
of 29:248. Since the order of genomic and proteomic data are unknown with respect
to how the data should cluster, it is important to realize that some programs, like
SAS k-means, can produce varying results.
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4.2 GeneCluster Data
The data set provided with the the program GeneCluster, as described in
section 3.4, was discussed in the article Interpreting Patterns of Gene Expression
with Self-organizing Maps: Methods and Application to Hematopoietic Dierentia-
tion, [17]. Preprocessing and reducing the data set as explained in the article reduced
the data set to less than 600 genes. The reduced data set was then analyzed us-
ing various clustering programs. Figure 4.4 shows the GeneCluster output that was
obtained from the preprocessed data with a conguration of 4 3. This output cor-
responds fairly well with the output shown in the article. The article then explains a
Figure 4.4. This shows the visual output from GeneCluster from the ltered data
le that accompanied the software.
specic cluster in detail. Using this specic cluster, Tables 4.7 and 4.8 compare the
results from several of the clustering programs. In both tables, the rst column gives
the gene identier, and the remaining columns give results from various clustering
programs. In order, these programs are GeneCluster (GC), Matlab average link-
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age (MA), Matlab complete linkage (MC), SAS average linkage (SA), SAS complete
linkage (SC), SAS k-means (SK), and Cluster k-means (CK). Table 4.7 includes the
genes which are discussed in the article and were clustered together by GeneCluster
during this research.
Table 4.7. Cluster results of data set provided by GeneCluster, part 1.
ID G C M A M C S A S C S K C K
D90144 1 2 1 2 1 1 2
U27467 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Z11697 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
M60278 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
R37964 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
X51345 1 1 1 2 1 1 2
M31516 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
U20158 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
M59465 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
R70479 f 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
T48759 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
X62570 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
X61123 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
M23379 1 2 1 2 1 1 1
Z17227 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
L20859 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
M93425 1 2 1 2 1 1 2
H74178 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
L37042 1 2 1 2 1 1 2
M55268 1 1 1 2 1 1 2
T61599 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
T87873 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
T57483 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
U28918 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
T53118 1 1 2 1 2 1 1
The top section of Table 4.8 shows genes which were mentioned in the article but
were not clustered by GeneCluster with the rest of the referenced genes. These are
included to show whether or not other clustering programs were able to better re-
produce the results provided in the article. The bottom section of Table 4.8 includes
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genes that were not mentioned in the article but which GeneCluster clustered with
the referenced genes. A value of \1" in the tables represents that the gene was placed
in the main cluster. Other values represent other clusters. The only two clustering
programs which gave the same results were Matlab complete linkage and SAS com-
plete linkage. However, it is clear that all seven programs give good results. The
majority of the genes that were not placed in the main cluster were usually clustered
together, as indicated by the multiple instances of \2" in each column.
Table 4.8. Cluster results of data set provided by GeneCluster, part 2.
ID G C M A M C S A S C S K C K
X86809 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
M31516 f 2 1 3 1 3 3 1
M31516 r i 2 1 1 1 1 3 1
R09561 f 2 1 3 1 3 3 1
J04076 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
H80240 f 2 1 3 1 3 3 1
H80240 i 3 4 4 4 4 4 3
D90145 1 2 1 2 1 1 2
H40677 1 2 1 2 1 5 2
H46624 1 2 1 2 1 1 2
H81068 1 1 1 2 1 1 4
J02685 1 2 1 2 1 1 2
R31698 r 1 3 2 3 2 2 1
R38636 1 2 1 2 1 1 2
R99907 i 1 2 1 2 1 1 2
R99907 r i 1 3 2 3 2 2 2
T57701 1 3 2 3 2 2 2
U05875 1 2 1 2 1 1 2
U22055 1 3 2 3 2 2 1
U25165 1 1 1 2 1 1 2
X00700 f 1 3 2 3 2 2 1
X02744 r 1 1 2 1 2 1 1
X70991 i 1 2 1 2 1 1 2
cre 1 3 2 3 2 2 1
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4.3 Genomic Data
The genomic data set obtained from AFRL was used to begin this research.
During the trial and error process with the genomic data set, it was clear that the
data needed to be normalized. The genomic data set contained 1; 031 transcripts.
Using GeneCluster and specifying twenty-four clusters should result in approximately
forty-three genes per cluster. Results from GeneCluster regularly yielded many clus-
ters with only a few genes and often two clusters containing several hundred genes.
The error bars for most of the clusters were very large and the centroids seemed to
lack any signicant shape. Figure 3.7 in section 3.5 shows an example of GeneCluster
output from the genomic data. Closer inspection of the large clusters showed that
genes within the same cluster varied greatly in behavior. Also, values in the data
set varied by tens of thousands. It is desired to have genes clustered together which
behave similarly throughout the time course. The actual values of genes that behave
similarly may vary by an amplication factor. Normalizing reduces the variance
in the data to allow for clustering based on the overall behavior. After normaliz-
ing the data, the results from GeneCluster improved greatly. The genes were more
evenly distributed to all of the clusters, the error bars were reduced and the cen-
troids showed distinctive shapes, indicating that the genes were clustered according
to their overall behavior. Figure 4.5 gives an example of GeneCluster output when
the genomic data have been normalized.
Using Matlab, dierent problems were encountered. Single linkage, the default
method, was initially used with the genomic data. Results were obtained using both
raw and normalized data. In both instances the same problem was encountered. The
dendrogram could not be broken down into a reasonable amount of clusters where
each cluster contained a similar number of genes as the next cluster. Figure 4.6
shows a dendrogram from one of the genomic exposure data les. The problem is
that instead of producing several distinct clusters, the algorithm chains the genes
together. Figure 4.7 is a dendrogram of the top fty genes from the same genomic
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Figure 4.5. This visual output from GeneCluster was obtained using a normalized
genomic data le.
exposure le. This close view clearly shows that if two clusters were desired, only
one gene would exist in the rst cluster while the remaining genes would fall into
the second cluster. If more clusters are desired, one cluster will continue to contain
most of the genes while the remaining clusters contain only a few genes each.
The chaining tendency of single linkage does not give desirable results in this
case. Instead of using single linkage, average and complete linkage were then consid-
ered using Matlab. Chaining continued to occur when the data were not normalized.
After the data were normalized, the resulting dendrograms from these linkage meth-
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Figure 4.6. This dendrogram shows the chaining tendency of single linkage using
a genomic exposure data le.









Figure 4.7. This dendrogram shows the top 50 genes of the same genomic exposure
data le.
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ods improved, as shown by the examples in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. Figure 4.8 is an
example of average linkage while Figure 4.9 is the result of complete linkage on the
same genomic exposure le. The dashed line indicates where the dendrogram should
be cut to produce twenty-four clusters. The actual cluster results are not obtained
from visually inspecting the dendrogram. A le can be produced in Matlab that lists
the cluster number of each gene. Comparison of the cluster numbers from average
and complete linkage shows that although the results of the two methods are not






Figure 4.8. This dendrogram shows the results of a genomic exposure data le
using average linkage.
4.4 Proteomic Data
The proteomic data oers an opportunity to look at a data set that falls, in
size, between the synthetic data and the genomic data. With 110 proteins, the data
set is small enough to carefully analyze the results, but large enough to provide a













Figure 4.9. This dendrogram shows the results of a genomic exposure data le
using complete linkage.
In order to compare the results from several dierent clustering programs, a le
was created with each column containing cluster numbers from a dierent program.
By sorting these columns into their clusters, it is easy to read across the columns
to see if proteins were clustered together by more than one program. The le that
was most closely examined in this process was the 50 millimole exposure le with
normalized data. GeneCluster, Cluster, Matlab, and SAS were all used to cluster
the data. The results were the same from complete linkage in both Matlab and
SAS. Average linkage from both programs produced results which were very similar.
Using 10; 000 epochs in GeneCluster, the proteomic data did not produce consistent
results through multiple trials. Table 4.9 gives the error sum of squares for each
of the methods using the 50 millimole exposure le with normalized data. The
program whose results gave the smallest value for the error sum of squares is Eisen's
Cluster program using the k-means algorithm. It is interesting to note that the
three programs using a complete linkage algorithm had similar error sum of squares
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values. The results from GeneCluster and SAS k-means had the highest error sum
of squares value.








Cluster SOM (1 12) 8:1666
GeneCluster SOM (3 4) 8:4608





After collecting results from GeneCluster and the single linkage algorithm in
Matlab using the separate genomic and proteomic relational data sets, we wanted to
see if the results reected the relationship between the two sets. In preparation of
comparison, we numbered each of the proteins one through sixteen (1{16), and the
genes numbered one through twenty-one (1{21), and called this the \relational num-
ber." Table 4.10 lists the proteins and genes with the relational numbers and other
important identifying information. Table 4.11 shows some of the similar clusterings
between the related genes and proteins that Matlab was able to identify. Each section
indicates a dierent subset of the original data. The \E" in the subset title indicates
an exposure le and the \T" indicates a time le. The number following either the
\E" or \T" indicates which exposure or time step le it is. Following the number is a
set of letters that indicate whether the set was normalized (\ns"), or whether it was
a dierence-normalized le (\Ins"). Under the subheading of \Protein," each line
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Table 4.10. Protein and Gene Relational Numbers.
Protein Information Gene Information
Protein Rel. # ID GeneBank Gene Rel. # Aymetrix ID
1 P00173 AF007107 1 AF007107 s at
2 P06761 M14050 2 M14050 s at
3 P06762 J02722 3 J02722cds at
4 P07632 Y00404 3 Y00404 s at
4 M25157 5 M25157mRNA i at
5 P07901 J04633 6 rc AA819776 f at
6 P08010 J03914 7 J03914cds s at
7 P08109 M11942 8 M11942 s at
8 P15651 J05030 9 J05030 at
9 P19226 U68562 10 U68562mRNA#2 s at
9 X54793 11 X54793 at
10 P23457 D17310 12 D17310 s at
11 P34067 L17127 13 L17127 at
11 L17127 14 L17127 g at
12 P49889 M86758 15 M86758 at
12 S76489 16 S76489 s at
13 P50237 L22339 17 L22339 at
13 L22339 18 L22339 g at
14 Q63538 X96488 19 X96488cds at
15 Q63617 U41853 20 U41853 at
16 Q64680 U48220 21 U48220 at
indicates proteins that clustered together and the corresponding genes that clustered
together are listed beside them under the subheading of \Gene." More genes may
be listed than proteins due to the fact that we had multiple genes relating to one
protein. All genes that corresponded to a specic protein were listed if they clustered
together.
The results in Table 4.11 are promising. It indicates that some related genes
and proteins are behaving similarly at a specic point in the experiment. Finding
biological connections between separately clustered data sets shows that clustering
techniques are useful for genomic and proteomic research. However, all of the related
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Table 4.11. Similar clustering of relational protein and genes using Matlab.
E0ns E50ns
Protein Gene Protein Gene
14; 16 19; 21 11 13; 14
15 20 9; 3; 15 11; 10; 3; 20
6; 13 7; 17; 18 1; 12 1; 15; 16
4; 12; 8 4; 5; 15; 16; 9 6; 10; 13 7; 12; 17; 18
5; 9; 7 6; 10; 11; 8 2; 5; 7 2; 6; 8
E75ns E50Ins
Protein Gene Protein Gene
14 19 16 21
15; 3 20; 3 3; 8 3; 9
5; 7 6; 8 6; 14 7; 19
6; 13 7; 17; 18 11; 1 13; 14; 1
1; 12 1; 15; 16 2; 9 2; 10; 11
E75Ins T3ns
Protein Gene Protein Gene
2; 7; 8 2; 8; 9 14; 11 19; 13; 14
3; 5; 14 3; 6; 19 2; 16; 5; 3 2; 21; 6; 3
proteins and genes did not behave similarly, and those that did behave similarly did
not do so throughout the entire experiment.
GeneCluster was also used in attempting to nd similar behavior between
related proteins and genes. The process of nding such similarities is much more
diÆcult using GeneCluster due to the nature of the output. Instead of producing
a comprehensive table of similar clusterings, it was simply veried that the results
from GeneCluster were similar to those obtained from Matlab.
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V. Summary and Conclusions
5.1 Summary
This research explored the use of several dierent clustering algorithms to make
sense of genomic and proteomic data. Before clustering programs can be used with
any data set, the data had to be preprocessed. Several synthetic data sets in two-,
three-, and four-dimensions were created in which the true clustering results were
known. These data sets were used in order to compare the accuracy of various clus-
tering programs. A genomic data set was obtained with the software GeneCluster.
Results from various clustering programs with this data set were compared to results
from previous research [17]. Finally, results using the genomic and proteomic data
from AFRL were also examined. A relationship was established between several of
the genes and proteins. The subset of relational genes and proteins were clustered
and examined.
5.2 Conclusions
Preprocessing the data for use with clustering programs is very important.
Genomic and proteomic data contain a large amount of variability. By normalizing
the data during preprocessing, the variability is reduced and the behavior of the data
over time can be examined. Using the synthetic data sets, GeneCluster seemed to
consistently give the most reliable results. However, the results were dependent upon
the conguration of the clusters. From the data set provided by GeneCluster, all
clustering methods seemed to do equally well. Using the proteomic data, Table 4.9
shows that the k-means algorithm from Eisen's Cluster program gave the smallest
error sum of squares while results from GeneCluster gave the highest error sum of
squares. Despite the dierences in the clustering results, all of clustering methods
were able to identify data points which should be clustered together. In analyzing
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genomic and proteomic data, it is best to compare the results from several clustering
algorithms.
While comparing clustering algorithms, a genomic data set from previous re-
search was used. Tamayo et al. identied genes within a cluster which had biological
relevance [17]. The clustering algorithms used in this research were able to produce
similar results with the same data set. Most of the genes detailed by Tamayo were
clustered together. These results imply that clustering algorithms are valuable tools
for nding biological signicance within genomic data.
This research also examined small subsets of the genomic and proteomic data
containing related genes and proteins. These subsets were clustered separately. The
clusters from the proteomic set were examined and compared to the clusters of the
genomic data set. It was observed that when several proteins clustered together,
often the genes related to those proteins also clustered together. These results in-
dicate that the biological connection between genes and proteins can be identied
using clustering algorithms.
5.3 Future Work
Future research in the area of clustering genomic and proteomic data should
further discuss and connect biological meaning to the clustering results. It would
be benecial to nd a relationship between genes which behave similarly over time
in order to help identify unknown genes. Finding biological meaning within the
individual clusters of the related gene and protein data sets could also be benecial.
This would show that cluster analysis can be used to nd biological signicance in two
dierent ways, and may also help further our understanding of biological pathways.
Also, there is concern about the function of genes and proteins after exposure to
chemicals like hydrazine. By connecting biology to the clustering results, further
research can explore the eects of those chemicals on particular genes or proteins.
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